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Email Alerts 

Jacarta Ltd., Wagon Yard, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LH 

interSeptor can be configured to email up to 
12 recipients in the event of an alarm        
condition. It is possible to configure this facility 
so that different recipients receive different 
types of alarm messages if required (e.g.             
informational, warning, etc.). It is even        
possible to send interSeptor current status     
reports to email recipients on a daily basis. 

interSeptor—Specifications 

Network:   10/100Mbps Ethernet (auto-sense)    
Sensors:   Temperature/Humidity plus 2        
          Go-Probe sensors 
Optional   1 x  Temperature/Humidity sensor 
Equipment:  plus up to 4 x Go-Probe sensors 

Configuration:        Telnet, browser, Serial 
Monitoring:  Browser, NMS (up to 8 workstations) 

Dimensions (cm): 2.6 (h) x 13.1 (w) x 8.7 (d) 
Weight:   110 

Power:   12VDC 

LED:    Power, Status, 10/100 link 
Firmware Upgrade: Via Network or Serial Connection 
System Security: IP-based filtering and password     
           protection 

Java Viewer 
interSeptor’s Java viewer provides an effective 
visual monitor, accessible via the browser     
interface. Real-time information can be viewed 
in graph or meter mode. 

Logging/Graphing 

The capacity to extensively log environmental 
information and events via interSeptor ensures 
that ongoing problematic conditions can be 
analysed in detail and remedial action taken. 
This facility can even help to identify heating 
and cooling inefficiencies and reduce costs. All 
interSeptor log information can be imported 
into popular spreadsheet programs such as     
Excel. 

Further information can be quickly viewed and 
analysed using interSeptor’s real time and   
historical graphing facilities. 
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    Alert          1. Temperature/humidity: 
 Configuration:            High/low warning and critical  
               thresholds—user configurable. 
     2. Go-Probe Sensors: 
         Normally open/closed or high/ 
               low active—user configurable. 

Logging:   Historical event and status logs 
Log Interval:  User configurable 
Graphs:   Real-time and historical 
Go-Probe          - Water leak with 3-18m sensor  

 Sensors:     Cable 
     - Security Contact (door open) 
     - Power Fail 
     - Smoke 
     - Universal Dry Contact sensor 
      (normally open/closed or high/low) 

Warranty:  2 Years 





Advanced Features to Meet Changing Data Centre Requirements 

In keeping with other Jacarta products, interSeptor Pro is easy to install and remarkably easy-to-use. The device can be 
monitored using a web browser, Telnet or Network Management System using SNMP. 

interSeptor Pro’s powerful feature-set also allows for control of rack doors and other on-site facilities remotely or via an 
optional USB keypad. 

Automatic switching/control of associated local devices during crisis conditions is also possible, as is extensive logging 
of data centre conditions for pro-active analysis and fault-finding. 

interSeptor Pro uses Cat5 cable to connect between its RJ45 environmental ports and temperature/humidity probes. This 
makes it extremely easy to locate all sensors where needed and re-locate if necessary as required. 

Configuration 
IP configuration can initially be carried out via the front 
panel LCD using the menu buttons. Full configuration of 
temperature and humidity high/low threshold settings,   
polling and logging options, alerting options, etc. can then 
be carried out quickly and easily via a web browser. 

Monitoring 
Monitoring of the interSeptor Pro can be carried out over 
the internet using a web browser or via a Network         
Management system using SNMP. 

Alerts 
Email and SNMP alerts can be triggered to provide early 
warning of environmental conditions. In addition, voice 
alerts to mobile/landline telephones, and SMS alerts can 
be activated in conjunction with the Jacarta automated 
Alert Centre facility.  The Alert Centre service can provide 
alarm notifications to up to 6 personnel in an escalation 
sequence to ensure alerts can be managed efficiently.    
Alternatively, SMS messages can be transmitted via an       
optional GSM modem. 

Logging 
interSeptor Pro has extensive on-board logging            
capabilities to ensure alarm conditions can be tracked, 
early identification of potential problems  carried out and 
trend analysis conducted as required. Log files can be    
delivered to key personnel daily in .csv format or 
downloaded as required. 

Graphing 
interSeptor Pro’s onboard Java graphing feature enables 
log files to be analysed instantly via a web browser for 
trend analysis and problem solving. 

Installation 
interSeptor Pro has been designed for ease of installation 
and use. Multiple temperature/humidity sensors are         
provided out-of-the-box to ensure individual rack and 
room monitoring can begin immediately. Customers can 
choose to implement their own Cat5 (straight-through)        
cabling between the sensors and the interSeptor Pro’s 
RJ45 ports or alternatively purchase one of the optional 
Sensor Cabling packs. 

www.jacarta.com  



interSeptor Pro - Sensors 

Jacarta Temperature and Humidity Sensor 
Each interSeptor is supplied with the required number of temperature/humidity sensors for the 
version purchased. i.e. 8, 16 or 24. Two optional Go-Probe sensors can also be connected to 
each temperature/humidity probe from the range of sensors detailed below. High/low warning 
and critical alarm thresholds can be easily configured via the interSeptor Pro’s web browser     
interface. 

Jacarta Water Detector 
The Jacarta interSeptor Pro water detector uses an advanced leak detection cable to sense the 
presence of water along its length. The water detector can be supplied with either 3 or 18m of 
sensor cable and 4m of interface cable. 

Jacarta Security Sensor 
The Jacarta interSeptor Pro Security Sensor is a magnetic reed switch that can be used to detect 
the opening of doors, racks, windows and cupboards. 

Jacarta Smoke Detector 
The Jacarta interSeptor Pro Smoke Detector is a mains powered, ionisation based smoke         
detection unit that can be positioned to monitor for early signs of fire, providing both an         
interSeptor alarm and an audible alarm upon detection. This sensor is provided with either a 4 
or 18m interface cable. 

Jacarta Voltage Sensor 
The Jacarta interSeptor Pro Voltage Sensor can be used to monitor spare power outlets for     
outages and interruptions. As soon as power to the outlet is lost the interSeptor will provide an 
alarm. This sensor is provided with either a 4 or 18m interface cable. 

Alternative cable lengths are available with all Jacarta Go-Probe sensors if required. 

interSeptor Pro with 8 temperature/humidity sensors, plus water leak, 
smoke, power and security sensors attached 

www.jacarta.com  



Alert Centre 
Using an environmental monitoring system is a step forward in terms of providing useful information about in-room and 
in-rack conditions. But critical to the value of the system is its ability to deliver early-warning alerts, and in particular voice 
alerts, to key personnel 24/7. 

The Jacarta Alert Centre works in conjunction with the interSeptor Pro to provide Voice and SMS alerts to up to 6              
personnel. 

Key Features 
Voice, SMS & Emails delivered to up to 6 personnel 
Escalation procedure to assist alarm management 
Online access/management of personnel contact details, etc. 
Online event log history - track an alert from start to finish (e.g. who responded to an alarm and when) 
Annual subscription free for first year with interSeptor Pro (UK only) 

Additional Optional Equipment for interSeptor Pro 
Dry Contact/Universal interface cables for connection to onsite facilities (eg. air conditioning, UPS, alarm panel etc.) 
Alarm Beacon/Sounder for local audible/visual alerts 
USB keypad for manual operation of relay outputs (for access control, etc.) 
interSeptor Pro Cable Pack including various lengths of Cat5 cable to connect between the interSeptor Pro and the 
temperature/humidity sensors 
GSM Modem for SMS Alerts 

Customer Service 
Technical support is available for the interSeptor Pro directly from a member of the Jacarta Technical department via      
email and telephone, free-of-charge. We aim to respond as quickly and efficiently as possible with minimum customer   
inconvenience. 

Warranty 
interSeptor Pro is supplied with a 2-year swap-out warranty in the unlikely event of a problem. 

8-Port 
8

16
2

16 (max) 
3.4 

16-Port 
16
32
4

32(max) 
3.5 

24-Port 
24
48
6

48(max) 
3.6 

Sensors:Temp/humidity: 
Go-Probe Sensor Ports: 
Relay Outputs: 
Optional equipment: 
Go-Probe Sensors 
Weight (kg): 
Network:    10/100Mbps Ethernet (auto-sense) 
Configuration:   Telnet, browser, LCD 
Monitoring:   Browser, NMS, Telnet 
Dimensions (cm) :  4.4 (h) x 43.5 (w) x 27.1 (d) 
Power:    100 - 240VAC 50/60Hz 
Status Indicators:  Status LCD, Power LED, 10/100 LED 
Firmware Upgrade:  Via network connection 
System Security:   IP based filtering and password protection

Alerts:   Email (12 recipients)
     SNMP traps (8 Receivers) 
     Voice/SMS via Alert Centre (optional) 
     SMS via GSM modem (optional) 

Alert Configuration: 1.Temperatue/Humidity:
        High/Low warning and critical thresholds 
     2.Go-Probe Sensors: 
        Normally open/closed or high/low active    

Logging:   Historical event and status logs
Log Interval:  User-Configurable
Graphs:   Real-time and historical
Go-Probe Sensors: Water Leak with 3-18m of sensor cable

     Security Contact (Door Open) 
     Smoke 
     Power Fail 
     Universal Dry Contact sensor  
     (normally open/closed or high/low)

interSeptor Pro—Specifications 

Voice Messaging 

Voice/SMS 

Jacarta Alert 
Centre

INTERNET 

Jacarta product 
with access to 

send SMTP mail 
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ZonePod GSM

Environmental Alarm System
For Data Centres, Offices &
Industry
The Jacarta ZonePod GSM is a compact,      
cost-effective and easy-to-install environmental
monitoring alarm system. Designed for use in IT 
rooms and data centres as well as retail, office
and industrial environments, ZonePod GSM will
silently keep watch over your critical locations
and provide you with early warning of       
potential environmental threats.

The versatility of the ZonePod GSM means that it can be effectively
used in a wide range of environments. Sensors can be connected in
any combination for maximum flexibility. This makes it a perfect    
solution for both small and large organisations alike.

Key Features

Monitors up to 6 environmental sensors
in any combination

Wide range of sensors including
temperature, humidity, smoke, water
leak, power, security, air conditioning,
fire panel, etc.

Voice messages or SMS text alerts can
be sent to up to 10 recipients when an
alarm occurs

6 types of alarm message can detail
site location and specific alarm   
information (user configurable)

Integrated LCD display shows sensor
types connected and status

‘Alarm’ and ‘Normal’ status LEDs for
each sensor

Password protection for alert facility

Alarm restored messages to notify that
conditions have returned to normal

Automatic daily line status reporting

High/low user configurable warning
thresholds for temperature and humidity

Easy to use on-board menu facility to
disable voice and text alerts when
required

Different alarm types may be sent to
different personnel

Alarm event history log

Landline connection for fail-safe alerting

Typical Applications:
Tempera tu re mon i to r i ng in      

computer rooms to provide early
warning of air conditioning failure.

Smoke monitoring in all kinds of   
environments where 24 hour        
notification is required. 

Leak detection for data centres
where an overnight leak could have
a catastrophic effect.

Gathering information about   
duration and time of power failures
in locations where standby power for
ZonePod GSM is available.

Humidi ty moni tor ing where      
condensation can seriously effect the
o p e r a t i o n o f e l e c t r o n i c          
equipment.

ZonePod GSM can accommodate an extensive range of sensor options to fulfil a whole host of monitoring              
requirements. Apart from setting high and low alarm thresholds for temperature and humidity sensors, no additional
sensor configuration is required.

The sensors are supplied with an interface cable of 0.2m or 5m and additional extension cable lengths are also   
available.

SMS and/or voice message alerts can be sent to up to 10 recipients when the ZonePod GSM alarms occur to ensure        
remedial action can be taken at the earliest opportunity.



Jacarta Ltd., Wagon Yard, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LH 

ZonePod GSM can be installed and configured in minutes: 

Step 1: Insert SIM card (not supplied) 

Step 2: Connect sensors to ZonePod 

Step 3: Configure required thresholds for temperature and humidity  
       sensors (if used) 

Step 4: Record alarm messages and input required detail for text  
       messages 

Step 5: Input required telephone numbers 

The ZonePod is also available as a landline only model if required. 

ZonePod GSM—Specifications 

Available Sensors:  Temperature 
      Humidity 
      Smoke 
      Water Leak Detection 
      Power 
      Security 
      Universal 

Optional Equipment:  Battery backup unit (UPS) 
      SNMP / Web adaptor for alarm 
      status monitoring 
                          Alarm Beacon / Sounder 

Thresholds:   High/Low thresholds configurable 
     on temperature and humidity sensors 

      Open/Closed configuration option 
      for all other sensors (auto-setup for 
      sensors other than universal sensor)  

GSM Modem:   Dual Band
Configuration:   Direct configuration via 5 button key
     pad and screen 
Monitoring:   On screen monitoring (either through 
     sensor type or sensor reading, user 
     configurable) 
Alerts:    Via voice or SMS messaging.   
            Programmable Alarm messages              
                         along with a common site message.  

Dimensions (cm):  28.5 (h) x 21.0 (w) x 4.9 (d) 
Weight:    2.62kg 
Power:    12VDC, adapter included 
Warranty:    1 Year 

Cable Length 

0.2m 

5m

Description 

Temperature 

Part Number 

ZPTS1 

ZPTS5 

High/Low 
thresholds can 
be configured 

on the ZonePod 
for temperature 

alerts 

Humidity 

Part Number 

ZPHS1 

ZPHS5 

High/Low 
thresholds can 
be configured 

on the ZonePod 
for humidity 

alerts 

Water 

Part Number 

N/A 

ZP3WD5 

Water detector 
is supplied with 

a 3m sensor   
cable. Other 

lengths       
available on  

request 

Smoke 

Part Number 

N/A 

ZPSD5 

The ZonePod 
smoke detector 

utilises an     
ionisation      

detection system 
to detect smoke 

Power 

Part Number 

N/A 

ZPVS

ZonePod sensors 
can be         

connected to 13 
amp supplies to 

monitor for 
power failings 

Security 

Part Number 

N/A 

ZPSS5 

The security  
sensor with  

magnetic reed 
switch can be 
used to detect 
unauthorised 

access

Universal 

Part Number 

N/A 

ZPDC5 

Universal     
ZonePod sensor 
can be used to 

monitor any  
normally open/
closed output 

If longer cables are required, extension cables 
can be provided in the following lengths. 

Cable Length  7m    15m 

Part Number  ZPEXT7   ZPEXT15

Jacarta Ltd., Wagon Yard, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LH, UK 
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POWER & ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING SOLUTION
For Data Centres, Server Rooms and Racks

interSeptor iMeter is an advanced environmental and power monitoring solution that has
been designed to help provide IT personnel with answers to the following 10 questions:

How can I reduce power usage in my data centre

Which racks in my data centre are using the most power and are the most expensive to 
run

Can I reduce the power consumption in my data centre racks

Can I assess whether it is more economical to invest in newer, less power-hungry IT
equipment rather than continuing to run my existing equipment

Can temperature in the data centre be safely increased to help reduce air conditioning
and air handling costs

Can I build up a clear picture of power usage over time that will enable me to reduce
my Amps per U-space Ratio and running costs

What effect does running rack fans have on the AU ratio

Can I reduce power usage without affecting network operations

Is it possible to be notified immediately about significant changes in the data centre
power and environmental conditions that may otherwise have serious repercussions
for network availability

Can I implement a solution to all the above questions without disruption to my
existing network infrastructure and without downtime

interSeptor iMeter



TheTheThe interSeptor iMeter interSeptor iMeter interSeptor iMeter SolutionSolutionSolution

3 principal components make up the interSeptor iMeter solution:  

1.  Jacarta Go-Probe Power and Environmental Sensors 
2.  iMeter Master device with 8 sensor ports  
3.  iMeter Slave device with 8 sensor ports 

Go-Probe Power and Environmental Sensors 

The Jacarta range of Go-Probe sensors can be connected to each iMeter Master or iMeter Slave device in 
any combination to provide full flexibility for your power and environmental monitoring solution. Go-Probe 
Sensors include: 

intelliAmp Current Sensor (Amps) 
intelliAmp Voltage Sensor (Volts) 
Temperature/Humidity 
Airflow Sensor 

Water Leak Detector 
Smoke Detector 
Security Sensor (door open) 
Motion Sensor (PIR) 

iMeter Master 

iMeter Slave 

The iMeter Master module is a 1U rackmountable Ethernet device with remote monitoring capability via 
its web browser interface, SNMP, Modbus and RS485. The device is equipped with 8 sensor 
ports and 4 expansion ports for connection of iMeter Slave devices. Multiple Jacarta Go-Probe 
sensors can be monitored  from a single IP address in conjunction with iMeter Slave modules. 

Each iMeter Slave supports up to 8 
Go-Probe Power and Environmental 
Sensors and is equipped with daisy 
chain in and out ports for connection 
to the iMeter Master and/or other 
iMeter Slave devices. Up to 18 Slave 
modules can be connected to 
each iMeter  Master expansion 
Po r t  (72  Slave modules are       
supported by the iMeter Master in   
total). 

www.jacarta.com  



POWER MONITORING  

The power of the iMeter solution lies in its range of intelligent sensors. The sensors can be connected and 
monitored in any combination, and can be installed without network downtime. 

intelliAmp Current Sensor 
The remarkable intelliAmp Current Sensor has been designed to monitor the current draw of racks via 
16A and 32A cables. The sensor contains a unique calibration mechanism to enable it to be       
positioned at the point where the optimal current reading can be obtained. The fact that the    
sensor simply clips to the cable means no network downtime is required to start monitoring your 
racks. 

The intelliAmp Sensor can be used to track power usage within 
racks over time to ensure consumption can be gradually reduced 
as equipment is upgraded. The sensor can allow users to make 
power usage comparisons between racks and identify the most and 
least expensive racks to run. By building up a picture of power   
consumption across the data centre down to rack level, IT personnel 
can start to effectively manage power usage going forward and 
make savings where possible. 

The flexibility of the intelliAmp Sensor means it can also be used 
to identify the effect on power consumption of running fans in 
racks, for instance, or the power implications of running the data 
centre at a higher temperature. This may help to reduce air     
conditioning power consumption but may also result in internal 
fans working harder and an increased power usage in this area. 
The key point is that the intelliAmp will help you to understand 
what is happening with the power across your data centre and     
manage it more efficiently. 

intelliVolt Voltage Sensor 

The intel l iVolt voltage sensor simply connects into  one 
of the iMeter sensor ports and plugs into a mains outlet. Voltage 
is monitored between 0 and 265v. High and Low threshold         
settings can be user configured on the iMeter to ensure alarm 
notification during over or under voltage conditions. 

POWER AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

www.jacarta.com  



ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

A variety of environmental sensors are available with the iMeter to ensure your data centre or racks are 
constantly monitored for potentially catastrophic events. Alerts can be delivered rapidly to IT and Facilities 
personnel via email, SNMP or SMS to ensure remedial action can be taken quickly. 

The Jacarta Go-Probe sensors can be connected to the iMeter Master and Slave modules in any 
combination. Sensors can be auto-detected by the iMeter to simplify installation and configuration. 

The following diagram highlights the potential sensor capacity and flexibility of the iMeter. 

Sensors:   8x RJ45 Auto detecting ports.  
Relay Outputs:   Any RJ45 sensor port can be configured 
    as a relay 
Optional Equipment: iMeter Slave: 8x RJ45 sensor ports 

     iMeter DC16: 16x Dry contact 2-wire 
        ports 
     GSM Modem 

Network:   10/100Mbps Ethernet (auto-sense) 
Status Indicators: Sensor online and status LED, Power LED,           
    10/100 LED 
Configuration:  Browser, Modbus 
Monitoring:  Browser, NMS 
Weight (kg):  1.09 
Dimensions (cm): 4.6 (h) x 21.6 (w) x 13.8 (d) 
Power:   7.5VDC PSU supplied 
Alerts:    Email, SNMP traps, Voice and SMS via 
    optional additional GSM USB Modem 

Alert Configuration: 1.Temperatue/Humidity: 
        High/low warning and critical           
        thresholds (user configurable)  
     
     2.Go-Probe Sensors: 
        Normally open/closed or high/low      
        active (user configurable) 
         
     3. intelliAmp/intelliVolt: 
         High/low warning and critical        
         thresholds (user configurable) 

Logging:   Event, Status and configuration 
Graphs:   Real-time and historical 
Graphs Interval:  Daily, Weekly, Monthly and Yearly 
Firmware Upgrade: Via Network Connection 
System Security:  IP based filtering and password protection 
Warranty:   1 Year 

iMeter Master—Specifications 

iMeter Slave—Specifications 
Sensors:   8x RJ45 Auto detecting ports.  
Relay Outputs:   Any RJ45 sensor port can be configured 
    as a relay 
Optional Equipment: iMeter Slave: 8x RJ45 sensor ports 

     iMeter DC16: 16x Dry contact 2-wire 
        ports 

Link Distance:  Up to 300m 
Configuration:  Via iMeter Master 

Monitoring:  Via iMeter Master 
Dimensions (cm): 4.6 (h) x 21.6 (w) x 13.8 (d) 
Weight (kg):  1.09 
Power:   7.5VDC PSU supplied 
Status Indicators: Sensor online and status LED, Power LED,          
    Link LED 
Warranty:   1 Year 

Jacarta Ltd., Wagon Yard, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LH 
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Power Analysis 

Data centre power analysis can be carried out down to rack level using a variety of iMS options: 

Power Pivot enables you to manipulate the data into whatever 
time period for whatever sensors (of the same type) you       
require. Minimum and maximum  values can be viewed as 
well as averages for  specific time periods. 

Power Chart facilitates a graphical representation of 
your required data in Bar, Area, Column, Line or Pie 
chart form. 

Consumption Chart facilitates presentation of the power     
consumption data in your required chart format. 

Power Grid presents a chronological view of the 
data gathered from the intelliAmp and intelliVolt 
power sensors by iCollect. Similar grids are       
available for temperature and humidity values. 

Consumption Grid provides detail for analysis       
relating to minimum, maximum and average power 
usage over time. In addition, indicative kW average, 
Daily kWh, cost per kWh, and Carbon Footprint    
information is also available. 

Consumption Pivot enables you to generate reports for specific 
sensors, time periods, and for any parameters available in the 
Consumption Grid. 

iMS Installation Requirements 
Minimum Requirements Recommended Requirements 

Quad Core Processor   

4GB RAM 

Windows 7 Professional 64-bit 

Disk Space: 15GB + 

Xeon Quad Core Processor 

32GB RAM 

Windows Server 64-bit 

Disk Space: 250GB + 

Jacarta Ltd.—An ISO9001 Registered Firm.  All specifications may be subject to change without notice 
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saved as a bitmap image. 





The Power Manager

Jacarta Ltd., Wagon Yard, London Road, Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LH

Using the PowerFox8’s web interface or SNMP, it is possible to    
control the power on/off for any device remotely via the network.

The PowerFox8 has eight power outlets, each of which can be moni-
tored and controlled through the console or web interfaces. It is also
possible to manually use the front panel to operate the power outlets.

The PowerFox8 console port can also be used for connecting an   
Environmental Monitoring Device (EMD) for monitoring temperature
and humidity, plus two additional environment alarms (water, smoke,
security etc.).

The PowerFox8 is provided with two digital outputs which can be
used for connecting status indicators or digital switches and         
activating automatic responses to environmental alarm events.

The Event Manager

The PowerFox8 has a number of advanced   
features that enable it to be used as a crisis
event manager to automatically safeguard
equipment in the event of a power or         
environmental problem. For example, it is   
possible to automatically turn-off the power to
critical loads if a critical over temperature
threshold has been breached to prevent    
hardware from damage.

Also, if an input voltage problem to the      
PowerFox8 is detected (e.g. Thresholds can be
set for conditions such as input over-voltage,
under-voltage), once again, power to critical
equipment can be removed automatically.

It is also possible for the PowerFox8 to      
automatically activate one of its digital outputs
(e.g. to activate an alarm beacon or emergency
fan, etc.) if necessary, when a problem is     
detected. 

PowerFox8—Specifications

AC Input: IEC C20 Inlet, Rating 15 Amps
     Voltage: 200-250 VAC 50/60Hz

AC Output: IEC C13 Outlet, Rating 10 Amps
     Voltage: 200-250VAC 50/60Hz
     Load: 10 Amps each Outlet or
        15 Amps Total

Dimensions (cm): 1U Rack: 4.4(h) x 43.6 (w) x 30 (d)

Weight:   3.8kg

Operating            Temperature: 0 c - 40 c
       Environment:        Humidity: 10 - 80% non-condensed

Warranty: 2 Years

Router Internet 

Workstation
BrowserServer

Local User

Server
Workstation

Browser

SMS/WAP

Email

Workstation NMS/
Browser/Telnet

PDA

PowerFox8 

EMD

Security Sensor   Smoke Detector     
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Go-Probe Sensors

In order to provide a comprehensive Data Centre and Server Room monitoring       
solution it is extremely important to monitor for the presence of any potential       
environmental threats. Jacarta Go-Probe sensors are easy to install and configure

All sensors are supplied with a 2-Year Warranty as standard.
If a sensor is required that is not listed please contact us for assistance.
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Specifications 

J-CAM IC 
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Specifications 

J-CAM OC 


